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Section A Methods for sample treatment, storage, 19 

preparation and 1H-NMR analysis 20 

Section A.1 Sample collection, characterization and 21 

storage 22 

All the subjects were randomly assigned to one of the four intervention groups 23 

until all 24 had participated in all four interventions. Six urine samples were collected 24 

from each subject for each intervention, giving a total of 24 samples from each 25 

subject over the course of the study. 26 

One 5 mL and two 1 mL vials were used to provide aliquots of each of the 27 

urine samples; these aliquots, together with the remainder of the bulk urine samples, 28 

were stored at –80ºC. Once all the urine samples were collected, one 1 mL aliquot of 29 

each was thawed and combined to prepare a pooled quality control (QC) sample for 30 

the experiment as a whole. This QC sample was then divided into 15 mL aliquots 31 

and once again stored at –80ºC. 32 

The collected samples were analysed in 24 separate batches, each batch 33 

containing the 24 samples of a single subject and three QC samples. The 27 34 

samples from each of the 24 batches were analysed in the following order: 35 

QC1 [S–1S0S1S2S3S4]Vehicle [S–1S0S1S2S3S4]Alcohol QC2 [S–1S0S1S2S3S4]NAD 36 

[S–1S0S1S2S3S4]NAD+Alcohol QC3 37 

where S–1 represents the sample collected at time –1, S0 represents the sample 38 

collected at time 0, and so on.  39 
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Section A.2 Sample preparation and 1H-NMR analysis 40 

Spectral analyses were conducted at the NMR facility of the Centre for 41 

Human Metabolomics at North-West University. Prior to analysis, an aqueous 1.5 M 42 

KH2PO4 deuterated buffer solution at pH 7.4 was prepared [1]. This solution served 43 

to lock the signal during analysis, maintained a stable pH in the sample and 44 

contained trimethyl-2,2,3,3-tetradeuteropropionic acid (TSP, sodium salt; Sigma 45 

Aldrich) as the internal standard to provide a chemical shift reference of δ = 0.00. 46 

The urine samples, stored at –80oC, were thawed at room temperature for analysis. 47 

A 600 µL volume of each sample was centrifuged at 12 000 × g for 5 min to remove 48 

any sediments or debris. A 60 µL volume of buffer solution was added to 540 µL of 49 

the supernatant, vortexed and transferred to a 5-mm NMR tube. 50 

Each sample so prepared was analysed on a Bruker Avance III HD 500 MHz 51 

NMR spectrometer equipped with a triple-resonance inverse (TXI) 1H{15N,13C} probe 52 

head and x, y, z gradient coils. 1H spectra were acquired as 128 transients in 32K 53 

data points with a spectral width of 6002 Hz. The sample temperature was 54 

maintained at 300 K and the H2O resonance was pre-saturated by single-frequency 55 

irradiation during a relaxation delay of 4 s, with a 90° excitation pulse fixed at 8 μs. 56 

Shimming of the sample was performed automatically on the deuterium signal. The 57 

resonance line widths for TSP and metabolites were <1 Hz (measurements at half 58 

the height of the peak). Fourier transformation and phase and baseline correction 59 

were done automatically. The software used was Bruker Topspin (V3.2) and Bruker 60 

AMIX (V3.9.9) [2]. 61 

All urine samples were normalized with reference to the creatinine CH2 peak 62 

at 4.05 ppm. We employed two methods of spectral analysis: (1) Applying 63 
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equidistant binning (using a bin width of 0.02 ppm) to the spectral region between 64 

0.5 and 10 ppm, excluding the region of the water peak (4.72–4.88 ppm). This gave 65 

a total of 467 integrated units per NMR spectrum for each sample for statistical 66 

analysis — spectral data. (2) Using information from the statistical outputs to identify 67 

discriminatory metabolites (based upon pure compound spectral libraries), and then 68 

accurately integrating the selected metabolites — providing quantified concentration 69 

data (μmol metabolite/mmol creatinine) for univariate analysis (see Table 2 in the 70 

main text). 71 

Section A.3 Data processing 72 

A.3.1 Pre-processing 73 

The use of NMR spectroscopy as a tool for metabolomics is limited by the 74 

sensitivity (limit of detection) of NMR [3], requiring an approach in discarding noise 75 

while retaining and then measuring real peaks. The spectral intensities within the 76 

original 467 bins generated here ranged from 7.8 x 105 to 1.7 x 109. Based on 77 

previous empirical experience with NMR spectral analysis, we defined a threshold 78 

value of 2 x 106, being approximately the limit of detection of metabolomic 79 

substances presumed to be present in a spectral bin. To reduce the uncertainty in 80 

the data at the level of the approximate detection limit, we applied the threshold of 2 81 

x 106 to the data matrix, setting all values below this threshold to zero. We 82 

subsequently applied a “zero-filter” to remove bins with more than 50% zero 83 

observations across all six time points, as applied for fusion of MS-based 84 

metabolomics data [4]. This resulted in a reduction in the number of bins containing 85 

spectral data from 467 to 347. 86 
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The remaining zero observations were replaced by random numbers below 87 

the minimum non-zero observation for each bin, after which the data were log scaled 88 

and auto scaled. 89 

To account for the dilution differences between the urine samples, the value 90 

of each bin was normalized relative to the CH2 peak of creatinine. This peak is 91 

contained in the 4.05 and 4.07 ppm bins. Therefore, each bin value was divided by 92 

the sum of the value in these two bins to normalize the bin values relative to 93 

creatinine. After normalization, the three bins related to creatinine (4.05, 4.07 and 94 

3.05 ppm) were also removed from the matrix, giving a final total of 344 bins 95 

containing spectral data. 96 

A.3.2 Quality assurance 97 

Quality control (QC) samples were included in each batch at the start, middle 98 

and end if the analytical run.  The variation and correlation within and between bins 99 

for QC and experimental samples were compared using principal component 100 

analysis (PCA) to attain a birds-eye view of any batch effects. NMR data are not 101 

known typically to present with such variation structures (that is, within or between 102 

batch effects), and this was also the case here. The PCA scores plot (Figure A) 103 

shows a similar correlation structure for the QC and experimental samples, but much 104 

less variation in the QC samples. From these results it was assumed that no batch 105 

corrections were required. 106 
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 107 

Figure A. PCA scores plot illustrating the variation and correlation within and between 108 

bins for QC and experimental samples. The close clustering of the QC samples compared 109 

to the experimental samples indicates that the variation in the QC samples is much less than 110 

the variation in the experimental samples. These results suggest that no batch corrections 111 

were required. 112 

A.3.3 The interaction effect of NAD and alcohol 113 

As explained in the main text, the complete design of the study (that is, four 114 

intervention measured over 6 time points across all individuals) was modelled for 115 

quantified hypoxanthine and sorbitol using a two-way repeated measures analysis of 116 

variance (2-way RM ANOVA) model. A brief overview of the information extracted 117 

from the model is presented in Fig 5 of the main text. The absence of these 118 

metabolites prior to the intervention and sudden increase in their levels shortly 119 

thereafter, resulted in a high frequency of zero observations, thus introducing a spike 120 

in the distribution of the data. Therefore, the nature of the experiment and 121 

metabolites under investigation resulted in the data not being normally distributed. 122 

To account for this, log transformed data were used to build the RM ANOVA model, 123 

while Greenhouse–Geisser-corrected p-values were used to assess the significance 124 

of the main effects (that is, intervention and time). Unfortunately, inspection of the 125 
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residuals indicated that the transformation was not able to produce normality across 126 

all effect levels. The Wilcoxon signed-rank test was used as a confirmation test on 127 

the untransformed data to test for significantly different pairs of means as indicated 128 

in Figs 5a and 5c in the main text. However, since the performance of the Wilcoxon 129 

signed-rank test may also be compromised due to the spike in the data, difference 130 

data were assessed as a final confirmation to provide additional proof of the 131 

differences observed. The difference data were created by subtracting time 0 data 132 

from the remaining time points, while ignoring time –1. Doing so significantly 133 

improved the distribution of the data. The results based on the difference data are 134 

summarised in Figs 5b and 5d in the main text.  135 
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Section B Uric acid analysis 136 

The manual of the protocol detailing the uric acid analysis is available online 137 

as a downloadable PDF at https://www.thermofisher.com/order/catalog/product/ 138 

TR24321 [5]. 139 

 140 
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Section C Original 1H-NMR spectral data 143 

The data include urine samples from all 24 experimental subjects and all four 144 

interventions (576 samples), as well as 72 QC samples, yielding a total of 648 study 145 

samples. Data from four of the subjects were, however, removed, as explained in the 146 

main text. The spectral region between 0.5 and 10 ppm, excluding the region of the 147 

water peak (4.72–4.88 ppm), of the original 1H-NMR spectrum of each of the urine 148 

samples analysed was divided into 0.02-ppm equal-sized bins. This resulted in 467 149 

bins containing spectral data. The original, raw spectral data matrix of all the 150 

samples analysed for this study are given as an electronic file in Excel format 151 

(S2_File.xlsx). Table A represents a small extract from this file.  152 
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Table A. A small extract from the file containing the raw 1H-NMR spectral data. 

 
   Bin: 1 2 3 ... 466 467 

    
Bin 
no: 9.99 9.969999 9.95 ... 0.53 0.51 

Batch Sample 
Name Case Treatment Time       

1 QC1 F QC  144185.2 85175.12 97222.12  162878.1 164512.9 

1 F41-1 F Vehicle –1 252890.2 171823.4 163215.5  384216.4 266010.8 

1 F410 F Vehicle 0 151299.1 100954.3 86908.15  262467 216768.2 

1 F411 F Vehicle 1 79268.87 105579.2 95048.77  76325.53 126937.3 

1 F412 F Vehicle 2 84927.78 101751.3 127028.2  77872.51 68765.72 

1 F413 F Vehicle 3 74747.86 144056.7 47937.61  91158.41 58079.11 

1 F414 F Vehicle 4 67488.71 70024.98 68237.62  103052 89226.37 

1 F32-1 F Alcohol –1 140557.8 103222.9 98290.31  297911.4 217084.5 

1 F320 F Alcohol 0 186432.5 118033 86594.67  224899.6 205953.7 

1 F321 F Alcohol 1 138804.5 89211.63 82459.67  137392 87124.63 

1 F322 F Alcohol 2 74946.59 76699.26 70328.33  125527.2 139514.5 

1 F323 F Alcohol 3 70183.16 75978.23 71975.92  90170.89 86251.59 

1 F324 F Alcohol 4 170387.9 119688.5 133812.7  125650 97010.52 

1 QC2 F QC  148854.6 107287.3 109676.4  194299.3 116989.8 

1 F22-1 F NAD –1 86274.71 155479 145948.6  176155.9 165445.7 

1 F220 F NAD 0 137788.9 91139.97 80084.29  169180.1 168179.4 

1 F221 F NAD 1 101979 64201.66 84790.44  92116.46 112283.7 

1 F222 F NAD 2 81776.94 62372.04 73383.53  94053.74 71139.18 

1 F223 F NAD 3 103830 99023.64 83557.65  87499.72 105244.2 

1 F224 F NAD 4 81614.46 71494.57 85544.25  99941.91 85364.31 

1 F14-1 F NAD + Alcohol –1 167690.9 147427.5 99771.65  171520.8 176960.6 

1 F140 F NAD + Alcohol 0 79105.6 75316.07 71888.47  111565.1 74134.41 

1 F141 F NAD + Alcohol 1 67927.37 97794.58 50990.82  76890.9 114086.5 

1 F142 F NAD + Alcohol 2 70637.47 54988.69 86134.48  69929.7 94239.57 

The complete raw data are given as an electronic file in Excel format and is attached online as 

part of the Supporting Information (see S2_File.xlsx). 

  153 
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